Applications on plain paper are invited for the post of a Junior Research Fellow (Rs 5000/- p.m. fixed + HRA as per university rules) for a three-year DAE (Department of Atomic Energy) sponsored project entitled ‘Expression studies on 5’-iodothyronine deiodinase and LDL-receptor under hypercholesterolemia and selenium supplementation’ under Dr M. P. Bansal, Department of Biophysics, Panjab University, Chandigarh.

Interested candidates with M.Sc. Bio-physics or in any other Biomedical Sciences having brilliant academic record should send their application to Dr M. P. Bansal on or before 8 July 2001 along with biodata and copies of academic record. Interview letters will be sent at later date to the suitable applicants.

Applications are invited for the award of TWO Senior Research Fellowships to work in the Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India (National Board for Higher Mathematics) sponsored research project ‘Integrability and non-integrability of nonlinear differential equations: Role of symmetries and singularity structures’ under the supervision of Prof. M. Lakshmanan at the Centre for Nonlinear Dynamics, Department of Physics, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirapalli 620 024. The Fellowships are tenable for a period of three years.

Minimum qualifications

I Class M.Sc. Degree in Physics/Mathematics with two years research experience in Mathematical/Theoretical Physics, preferably in Nonlinear Dynamics. Those candidates who do not possess requisite experience but otherwise suitable may be considered for the award of Junior Research Fellowship.

Applications on plain paper with necessary bio-data and reference letters should reach Prof. M. Lakshmanan at the above address within 15 days of this advertisement.